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About the school

Partner of the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Nantes Saint-Nazaire,
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
is a private institution for higher education
dedicated to design professions.
Founded in 1988 and recognized by the State,
the school is a non-profit organization.

A diversity of design curriculums, a strong
link with business and industry
–– A 3-year undergraduate program, in which
students specialize in one of 8 options:
Interior Architecture, Scenography,
Graphic Design, Motion Design, Interaction
Design, Game Design, Industrial Product
or Transport Design
–– A Preparatory program to postgraduate
studies for international French-speaking
students who wish to spend a year
improving their French language level and
to adapt to the French approach of design
–– A 2-year postgraduate course, leading
to a Master’s Degree in design (MD es)
certified by the French Ministry of Higher
Education. Postgraduates choose
between one of the 11 cross-disciplinary
programs offered
–– 2
 -year vocational training courses supervised
by the Vocational Training Center dedicated
to Creation and Industrial Innovation (CFA )
leading to an advanced vocational diploma
(BTS ), or a Bachelor’s Degree
–– Continuing education
–– Business services and design-promoting
activities

An institution rooted
in its territory
and open to the world

Since 1998, L’École de design Nantes
Atlantique has been located on the
technological campus Atlanpole La Chantrerie,
in the northeastern area of Nantes (France),
housed in a custom-built facility thanks
to the support of local authorities (Nantes
Saint-Nazaire Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, the Pays de la Loire regional
authorities, the Loire-Atlantique local council,
the urban district of Nantes). As the only
design institution in western France, the school
benefits from a unique regional situation.

Design Labs
at L’École de design

A PRESTIGIOUS DESIGN SCHOOL

L’École de design Nantes Atlantique is an active
member of various academic networks
and professional organizations: Conférence
des Grandes Écoles (top-tier French higher
education institutions), COMUE (Higher Education
and Research Clusters) of the Universities
of Nantes, Angers and Le Mans, CampusFrance
Agency (the French national agency for the
promotion of higher education, international
student services, and international mobility)...
For many years, its students have been awarded
prizes in prestigious competitions.
The successful careers pursued by our
graduates are good proof of the quality
of our teaching methods.

MDes

L’École de design has built an expertise in four
socio-economic fields, combining education,
experimental research and innovation, through
four Design Labs.
Double degrees are proposed to students
with prestigious French schools in the field
of management, engineering and design.

summer
workshops

The Master’s degree in design

The Master’s degree in design (MD es)
is a 5-year curriculum divided into two cycles
(a 3-year undergraduate program followed
by a 2-year postgraduate program).
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
is one of the few design schools to have
obtained certification from the French Ministry
of Higher Education and Research
for its Master’s degree in design.
This degree is also registered in the Registre
National des Certifications Professionnelles
(the French directory for vocational qualifications
or RNCP ) as a Level I Master’s degree.

AN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

For fifteen years now, it has proactively
followed an outward-looking international
development policy: academic exchange
programs, participation in the international
association Cumulus, two MD es programs
taught within our China Studio (Shanghai)
and our India Studio (Delhi), MD es programs
with an international purpose taught
in English and an integration program
for international students.

International
Exchanges

A CENTER FOR DESIGN
AND INNOVATION

Undergraduate
studies

China Studio –
Shanghai

Practical
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Our four core values:
–– The recognition of creative workers
as true professionals
–– The promotion of design as a strong
economic asset
–– Design as a trigger for innovation
–– Design as a practice that tackles social,
economic and environmental issues
in a responsible way

L’école de design nantes atlantique

Thanks to the international dimension
of the studies as well as the recognition
of our school by major companies, graduates
can aspire to exciting jobs in international
corporations or agencies, or as freelance
designers for a global market.

INTERNATIONAL CAREER

88% of former master students are working
as professional designers a year after
graduation. 29% of them work abroad
in various countries.

Designers can work in specialized
or general agencies, with other specialists.
They practice as a service provider in teams
dedicated to the demands of companies
and institutions.
They can work for an in-house department
in a company (key accounts as well as SME s
or micro-enterprises). This activity can take
place in a design, marketing, communication
or research and development department.

Nantes has a buoyant
cultural life

They can also choose to work freelance.
In this case, designers answer to
the demands of clients, either directly
or through sub-contract to agencies.

With museums, opera, theaters and music
venues, it has a reputation for being a young
and vibrant city. It is not surprising therefore
that the city attracts more foreign students
than any other French city.

seeking
a job

An environmentally
friendly city

The metropolis is a model area for its air
quality and green spaces and its efforts have
been duly rewarded: Nantes was elected
as the “European Green Capital 2013”
by the European Commission for providing
sustainable solutions to urban problems.

freelance

1% 11%

13 %
out of
which

26
%
in-house

Nantes has also developed a special
welcoming plan for students
and researchers to facilitate their arrival
and stay by setting up mentorship programs,
conversation clubs, etc.
A cultural and friendly place to be, Nantes
rarely goes to sleep at the end of the day.

Night-time activities
light up the town:

Theater or opera, cinema, concerts, dance
shows or circus, night-time exhibitions,
festivals and all sorts of events in and around
Nantes sow the seeds for an exciting
night out.
Buses, busways and trams run until 12.30 a.m.
in the week, and 2.30 a.m. on weekends.
And for the night-owls, use the Luciole bus
service from one nighttime venue to another.
The Luciole service runs through Saturday
night to the early hours of Sunday morning,
giving you a safe and worry-free night out
in town.
Enjoy all the attractions of a big city
in the comfort of a human-sized city.
More information about Nantes:
www.nantes-saintnazaire.fr/en

61
%
in agencies
summer
workshops

88
%
employed

Because of its human size
and permanent activity, Nantes
is regularly voted one of France
and Europe’s best cities to live in.
Nantes has become the economic capital
of western France, thanks to an international
airport, about twenty daily trains connecting
it to Paris in two hours and an exceptional
living environment on the banks of the Loire
estuary, in the heart of the Val-de-Loire
region, halfway between the Erdre river
and the Atlantic Ocean beaches.

JOB PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES 2015
MasteR’s degree + 12 months after graduation

continuying
their studies

Studying
in Nantes

Study
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EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The multi-disciplinary dimension, a good
knowledge of the professional field and
a high level of practical and theoretical skills
acquired in one of the master’s programs,
can lead to different positions.

WHICH STATUS FOR DESIGNERS?

Design is a creative and practical
discipline, which covers a wide spectrum
of professional areas.

Undergraduate
studies

JOBS
AND CAREERS
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figures for 2015 + 12 months after graduation

to

%

Left: Long Ma, the dragon-horse, and the Marine Worlds Carousel © Jean-Charles Queffélec
Right: Passage Pommeraye © Bournagain
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of our graduates are having
a career abraod.

As a hosted institution inside the very large
and successful Shanghai University,
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique’s
operations benefit from a friendly relationship
with the university and the amenities it provides,
such as good transport facilities, cafeterias,
air-conditioned rooms, and opportunities
to be immersed in a typically Chinese campus
setting. Shanghai University occupies
a campus of approximately 9 km2 (2,223 acres).
Lecturers of various international backgrounds
come directly from the vibrant design scene
of Shanghai to teach courses of the MDes
curriculum in Transcultural Design, and serve
as jurors.

As one of the fastest developing countries
in the world, where fine traditional
craftsmanship and state-of-the-arts
technology intermingle, India offers
exciting prospects for designers from
all fields. The city offers an intense and
manifold cultural experience.

INDIA STUDIO

Studying at L’École de design Nantes
Atlantique’s India studio requires one to have
an interest in a country with an incredible
cultural wealth, full of fascinating aspects
that shape everyday reality. India’s growing
economy and high demand for design
professionals offer vast opportunities
to accommodate young designers during
and after their studies. The India Studio
of L’École de design Nantes Atlantique has
an academic collaboration with The Design
Village in the National Capital Region (Delhi).

THE CONTEXT OF THE NATIONAL
CAPITAL REGION (NCR)
The National Capital Region (NCR ) provides

a number of opportunities in terms of industrial
and institutional partnerships. With an active
design community that boasts of product
designers, Interior designers, architects, space
and exhibition designers, fashion designers,
design studios; the NCR has over the years
evolved into a hotspot for design. With a design
event calendar that is set throughout the year
with exciting events, the India studio encourages
and offers a lot of learning outside the
classroom as well.

LOCAL PARTNERS
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS

summer
workshops

Local partner companies, both multinational
companies and smaller design studios provide
opportunity for internships, and cooperate
with the school to provide live projects.
With the growing interest in design, internship
opportunities in the National Capital Region
and other large cities in India are in plenty,
particularly for international design students.
During these engagements student gets
exposed to different ways to collaborate with
cross-cultural teams and work from a totally
different perspective. This is helpful for a young
designer willing to work in an international arena.

L’École de design
NANTES ATLANTIQUE

STUDYING
IN DELHI
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A SYMBIOTIC RELATION
WITH Shanghai University

International
Exchanges

The thriving metropolis of Shanghai
needs no introduction: famous worldwide
for its bustling business and cultural life,
it is a major global center for technology,
finance, transport, media, fashion…
and of course, design. The city also offers
an exhilarating cultural and social scene.

CHINA STUDIO

L’École de design Nantes Atlantique’s
China Studio, open since 2008, is located
in Shanghai, in partnership with Shanghai
University. The permanent staff and
the associated faculty of lecturers and course
leaders are organizing the Transcultural Design
China Studio MDes program in close relation
with this fostering business environment.
The China Studio has been undertaken
in collaboration with the Pays de la Loire Region.

Top: Shanghai skyline as seen from the Bund © Jundy Tiu – 2009
Bottom: China Studio – Shanghai

Top: Lotus Temple Bahá’í House of Worship © Arian Zwegers
Bottom: India Studio – Delhi © The Design Village
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1ST YEAR

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

care

FOUNDATION

SCENOGRAPHY

Health & Social Innovation

STUDIES

sustainable Innovation
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Motion design

DIGITAL CULTURE – READi Design Lab
Information Design

INTERACTION DESIGN

User Experience Design / Tangible Interfaces

Game Design

User Experience Design / Design & Virtual Reality

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

New Eating Habits

TRANSPORT DESIGN

brand design & food

Master’s
degree
in design
Certified
by the French
Ministry
of Higher
Education
and registered
in the National
Register of
Professional
Certifications
(RNCP) at Level I
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3Rd year

Postgraduate studies
1st year
2nd year

diplôme
de design

Undergraduate
studies

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
1st year
2nd year

Bachelor*
CERTIFICATE

Food Design
INTERNATIONAL CLASS
BRAND DESIGN

Sustainable Cities

DIGITAL MEDIA DESIGN

urban design

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

Mutations of the Built Environment

Transcultural Design

SKILLS

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

UPGRADE

IN DIGITAL GRAPHIC DESIGN

Preparatory program

China studio

to postgraduate studies

India studio

Postgraduate studies in apprenticeship
1st year
2nd year

CLASSES

summer
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MDes

RETAIL & INTERIOR DESIGN

VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN SPATIAL DESIGN
DESIGN, MATERIALS

ARTS
(MANAA)

Design and Innovation Management in apprenticeship

VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN PRODUCT DESIGN

AND MODELLING

Key

* Certificate of European Bachelor studies, awarded following the completion
of 180 ECTS credits and a minimum level of 700 points at the TOEIC test

Gateways between
the programs

Double degree: Master in Business Administration,
option Design Management

Awarded diploma /
degree

Double degree: DU DESSiiN (University Diploma
in interactive services Design, innovative objects & tangible interfaces)

Program taught in French /
in English

Double Degree: Master in Management
of 3D Interactive Technologies

Practical
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undergraduate studies

Nathalie Templier

L’École de design offers a wide
range of undergraduate programs
in design.

The Preparatory program
to postgraduate studies

One year program taught in French,
for students who hold a bachelor in design
and wish to improve their language level
as well as their cultural adaptation
to the French approach of design.

Various vocational training
programs in design
Two-year programs (BTS ) via apprenticeship

and technical Bachelor’s degrees
All vocational courses are conducted
in French and are reserved for European
residents only.

Undergraduate
studies

Director of undergraduate
studies

Foundation studies and 2nd and 3rd year
levels of studies with a specialization in Graphic
Design, Motion Design, Interaction Design,
Game Design, Industrial Design, Transport
Design, Interior Architecture or Scenography.

MDes

Director of Studies

Stéphane Gouret

Undergraduate studies
taught in French

summer
workshops

The International Class

One year undergraduate studies
in English (3rd year level) that gives
access to our MD es programs.

International
Exchanges

undergraduate
studies

Practical
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Le cycle bachelor

12
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undergraduate studies

This class prepares students who wish
to join a MDes program taught in English,
in France, China or India. Students from
all over the world who have completed
a minimum of two years in Spatial Design,
Interior Design, Product Design,
Visual Communication, Graphic Design
or Interaction Design are eligible to apply.
Students are enrolled into one of three programs,
depending on their previous studies.

700 hours per year
For international students only

Ortal Chalfon, Elodie Gautier and Cécile Roger /
International workshop / Space, nature and senses

INTERNATIONAL CLASS /
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

INTERNATIONAL CLASS /
RETAIL & INTERIOR DESIGN

French language and culture

INTERNATIONAL CLASS /
Brand design

Elective courses:

For students with a background in graphic
design, scenography and product design

For students with a background
in graphic design and interaction design

For students with a background
in industrial and product design

For students with a background in space
design, interior design and scenography

Within this program, the designer aims
to bring out the codes and the brand values
throughout the production process by
researching the formal or graphic vocabulary,
materials and media which best represent
the brand. The designer also has to take
into account user-experience in terms
of brand, competition and technology involved.

This program, through a conception
centered on users, offers services in digital
interactive media (web, interactive terminals,
video, animation, infographics).

This approach is centered on the industrial
dimension of design. From the industrial
expertise, the design of products made
to serve the users, their environment and
their expectations.

This program focuses on all perennial
spaces (commercial architecture, interior
architecture, public space etc.) and temporary
spaces (scenography, events etc.) using
a user-centered approach.

1st semester: Photography or Illustration
2nd semester: Solidworks, Technical drawing,
Rough, 3DS Max, Photography or Illustration

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS

–– A minimum of 2 years of undergraduate
studies in spatial design
or interior architecture
–– A minimum of 2 years of undergraduate
studies in product design
or industrial design
–– A minimum of 2 years of undergraduate
studies in graphic design
or visual communication
–– A minimum of 2 years of undergraduate
studies in interaction design or digital design

CONTINUING YOUR STUDIES

The validation of the International Class
curriculum leads to a study certificate,
akin to a “European Bachelor”, delivered
when obtaining 180 ECTS and a minimum
score of 700 points at the TOEIC test.
Students having successfully completed
this undergraduate program may continue
their studies at a postgraduate level in one
of our Master in Design (MD es) programs.
You will have the opportunity to choose
among our 11 MD es programs (see pages
17 to 29).
For more information about
the admissions, please refer to page 39

COURSE OUTLINE

–– English courses
–– Written and spoken expression
–– Professional English
–– Art and Design history
–– Economy
–– Career building
–– Open Days workshop
–– Marketing and professional skills training
–– Bachelor project
–– Project management
–– Anthropology
–– Semiology
–– Methodology workshop
–– Long project
–– Narrative images
–– Drawing
–– Graphic Design
–– Drawing on Cintiq tablets
–– Visual Arts
–– 3DS Max
–– After Effects

INTERNATIONAL CLASS /
DIGITAL MEDIA DESIGN

Lucie Combaz / Kitchen stool / Model-making

COURSE OUTLINE

–– English courses
–– Written and spoken expression
–– Professional English
–– Art and Design history
–– Economy
–– Career building
–– Open Days workshop
–– Marketing and professional skills training
–– Bachelor project
–– Project management
–– Anthropology
–– Semiology
–– Methodology workshop
–– Long project
–– Connectivity
–– Color drawing
–– Graphic Design
–– 3D Infographics
–– Real time 3D
–– Video prototyping
–– Advanced web development
–– Mapping

COURSE OUTLINE

COURSE OUTLINE

–– English courses
–– Written and spoken expression
–– Professional English
–– Art and Design history
–– Economy
–– Career building
–– Open Days workshop
–– Marketing and professional skills training
–– Bachelor project
–– Project management
–– Anthropology
–– Semiology
–– Methodology workshop
–– Long project
–– Use scenario
–– Product drawing
–– Drawing on Cintiq tablets
–– Visual Arts
–– Solidworks
–– Technology

–– English courses
–– Written and spoken expression
–– Professional English
–– Art and Design history
–– Economy
–– Career building
–– Open Days workshop
–– Marketing and professional skills training
–– Bachelor project
–– Project management
–– Anthropology
–– Semiology
–– Methodology workshop
–– Long project
–– Narrative Images
–– Technical drawing
–– Drawing on Cintiq tablets
–– Visual Arts
–– 3DS Max
–– Model-making

Undergraduate
studies

Courses

Its purpose is also to welcome students
from our partner schools (see page 32)
for an academic exchange semester.

Nida Ezdi, Jeremy Chéramy and Nolwenn Godet /
Balloon squad / Playful app that helps to contain
the fear of balloons

MDes

Laura Herma and Yuli Choi / Mets / Visual identity

summer
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The International Class welcomes
French students and international
students of various nationalities who wish
to join a MD es program through a 3rd
and last year of Bachelor level studies.

CURRICULUM

The International Class courses are organized
in two semesters. Students enrolled in one
of the four programs follow compulsory
courses and have the possibility to follow
elective courses (for exchange students).
Workshops are organized in Nantes,
with international teachers from partner
schools. They provide a project with a theme
and methodology specific to the school they
come from.

International
Exchanges

HEAD OF PROGRAM

Luc Montessinos

LANGUAGE

Classes and workshops are conducted
in English. Therefore a basic command
of this language is recommended.

Practical
Information

International
Class
undergraduate
studies in English
(3rd year Level)

undergraduate studies
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Courses outline

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS

English

400 hours of classes for the semester:
Expression (55h), General knowledge (75h),
Technical knowledge (95h), Projects (175h),
University library and model workshop visits

The Preparatory program to postgraduate
studies is open to students who have
completed a minimum of 3 years of
undergraduate studies or validated 180 ECTS
in design or architecture.

It is also recommended to have a good
command for English. Knowledge of this
language will later be required for graduation
from the MDes programs. All our postgraduate
students need to get a score of at least
800 points at the TOEIC 3 test.

LANGUAGES
FRENCH

After the completion of the Preparatory
program, students will be offered
the possibility to apply for the first year
of our master programs.
11 thematic programs are accessible.

The courses aim to:
–– Reinforce the basic project methodology,
expression tools and technical tools;
–– Encourage students to take into account
users in their project approach.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

–– Methodology
–– Humanities
–– Project positionning
–– Design software
–– 3D Infographics

A French level equivalent to B1 assessed
by a TCF 1 or DELF 2 test is required to join
the program.
After an individual interview, students
having a B2 level or more may, at their
request, be exempted of the 1st semester
of intensive French classes and join directly
L’École de design for the second semester.

PROJECTS

–– Space Design workshop
–– Graphic Design workshop
–– Product Design workshop
–– Packaging Design workshop
–– Interaction Design workshop
–– Personal project

For more information about our MDes
programs, see pages 17 to 29
For more information about
the admissions, check page 38

MDes

The Preparatory program to postgraduate
studies is specifically tailored for
French-speaking international students
who wish to reinforce their knowledge
of design before joining one of our
MD es programs.

The Preparatory program to postgraduate
studies introduces the specificities
of the design approach practiced in France
and taught in Nantes to students who
already hold a degree in design.

summer
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Juliette Eoche-Duval

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

–– French culture and language
–– English, preparation to the TOEIC test
–– English, expression
–– Design history

International
Exchanges

HEAD OF PROGRAM

A program in two phases

This program is divided in two phases:
after having completed one semester
of intensive French classes, students
join in L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
for an adaptation to the French design
culture and an opening to different
design forms.

TCF: Test of French Knowledge
DELF: Diploma in French Language Studies
3
TOEIC: Test of English for International Communication
1
2

Practical
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Preparatory
program
to postgraduate
studies

undergraduate studies

Undergraduate
studies

undergraduate studies
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Le cycle master

MDES

The programs bring together students from
different fields of design and undergraduate
curriculums (graphic, interaction, product
or spatial design). Central to the programs
are a strong international dimension,
the acquisition of project management skills
and a crossdisciplinary, professional approach
to design.

topics
CARE

Health, quality of life and social innovation

Associated MDes Programs

■ Health & Social Innovation
Program taught in French

■ Sustainable Innovation
Program taught in English
Digital Culture

Digital culture and evolution of our uses

■ Information Design
Program taught in English

■ User Experience Design /
Tangible Interfaces

Program taught in English

■ User Experience Design /
Design & Virtual Reality

Program taught in French
New Eating Habits

Evolution of the food system
in modern societies

■ Brand Design & Food
Program taught in English

■ Food Design
Program taught in French

A topic-based approach
within our design
and innovation centers
The MD es course programs are organized

around cross-disciplinary socio-economic
issues. This specialized approach
complements the knowledge acquired
from previous undergraduate courses.
These programs constitute the educational
component of our innovation and design
centers. Our centers promote
the development of a subject-based
expertise through applied research within
Design Labs, as well as through teaching
and encouraging innovation.

MDes

All the MDes programs offered by L’École
de design Nantes Atlantique lead to the
master’s level degree (Diplôme de design)
certified by the Ministry of Higher Education.
This degree is registered in the Registre
National des Certifications Professionnelles
(the French directory for vocational
qualifications or RNCP ) as a Level I Master’s
degree and was assessed again in 2016
by the Haut Conseil pour l’Evaluation
de la Recherche et de l’Enseignement
supérieur (the French evaluation agency
for research and higher education,
or HCERES ), and received the highest
possible grade.

Sustainable Cities

Evolution of our urban environment
and city uses

summer
workshops

MDes Programs Coordinator

Nathalie Ciprian

programs are based on different abilities:
–– Use design in an innovative strategy
for the general management of the
company: design of products, services,
scenarios, both material as well as virtual,
thus contributing to the quality of brand
image, the integration of lifestyle evolutions
and topical research on environmental issues;
–– Encourage collaborative work
between different design specialties
around the design project, integrating
the contributions of each discipline
(social sciences, ergonomics, marketing,
technology, economics and aesthetics),

to take into account the constraints
of manufacturing, distribution
and commercialization and to manage
the collaboration between the various
internal or external departments
involved in the project;
–– Follow the development of a product,
from design to production, and develop
efficient communication within the company
or agency, as well as with customers,
partners and suppliers.

■ Mutations
of the Built Environment

Program taught in English or French

■ Urban Design
Program taught in French
Transcultural Design

Design practices and design
of products and services
in an intercultural context

■ China Studio
Program taught in English

■ India Studio

International
Exchanges

Director of Studies

Stéphane Gouret

Acquisition of professional
design skills
The skills gained during the 2-year MD es

Program taught in English

■ Design and innovation Management
apprenticeship program

Program taught in French
Practical
Information

MDes
BY L’ÉCOLE DE DESIGN:
One certified
degree, six topics,
eleven programs
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MDES

MDES

General course
outline
The MDes programs courses are completed
over two years, divided into 4 semesters
and follow the same framework.

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
English

Because of specific technical skills required,
the MD es User Experience Design /
Design & Virtual Reality is only open
to applicants who hold a Bachelor’s Degree
in interaction design or equivalent, or have
completed at least three years of undergraduate
studies in interaction design or equivalent,
equating to at least 180 ECTS credits.

If you are not a native English speaker,
we ask you to provide a proof of your English
proficiency (with a certificate such as TOEIC 1,
TOEFL 2, Cambridge). If you are not in
possession of such a certificate, you may take
an oral assessment by telephone or Skype
with a professor from L’École de design.
We require all applicants to have a good
level of English because students enrolled
in one of the programs taught in English must
be able to follow the courses and write
their thesis in English, and all students must
obtain a minimum level of 800 points
at the TOEIC test in order to be granted
the Master’s Degree in Design from
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique.
French

While not mandatory for the programs taught
in English, a certain command of French
language is recommended for daily life in
France and integration purposes. You will have
to provide any certificate of French language
you may already have or you can indicate your
current level of French using the CEFR self
assessment grid. A minimum level of CEFR 3
B2 in French is however highly recommended
for non-native speakers who wish to apply
for a MD es taught in French language.

TOEIC: Test of English for International Communication
TOEFL: Test of English as a Foreign Language
3
CEFR: Common European Framework of Reference

Sustainable Cities Design Lab

Double degrees

During their fifth year, students can
prepare a double degree to improve
certain skills.

SEMESTER 1: INTEGRATION,
INTERNSHIP OR EXCHANGE

Semester 2:
topic-related Projects

Semester 3:
Final Degree Project

Semester 4:
Internship

delivered by the Business Administration
Institute of the University of Nantes
Open to all the MD es programs taught
in France (except the MD es UX Design
option Design & Virtual Reality)

Students who did not attend
undergraduate studies at L’École
de design, be they French
or international, are required
to complete an integration
semester, designed to assist
them in adapting to their new
cultural and study environment.

Continuation and finalization
of the final degree project,
which brings together all of
the professional skills acquired.
This can be carried out in
collaboration with either a partner
company and/or research
laboratory of a partner university.

The study program is finalized
with a four to six-month
internship within a company,
either in France or abroad.
Interns work as junior
designers and are responsible
for either an entire project,
or part of a project.

D. U. DESSiiN, a university degree
dedicated to connected objects

Students who completed their
undergraduate studies at L’École
de design Nantes Atlantique will
spend their first semester abroad,
either as an exchange student
or on an internship.

During this semester, students
learn to manage complex
design projects; to broaden
their knowledge of the economic,
social and cultural aspects
of their chosen program; to create
and to apply a methodology;
and to prepare their final degree
project, on a topic of their choice,
but related to their field of studies.

MBA in Design Management

delivered by the University of Nantes,
in partnership with Télécom Bretagne
Open to students of the MD es UX Design /
Tangible Interfaces

Master in Management
of 3D Interactive Technologies

delivered by Arts et Métiers
ParisTech Angers
Mandatory for the students of the MD es
UX Design / Design & Virtual Reality

All students enrolled in Transcultural
Design are required to take
an orientation seminar followed
by an internship, preferably in China
or India, depending on the
chosen program.

Teaching is carried out in the form
of projects in collaboration with
industry partners, workshops,
lectures, conferences and
professional meetings.

MDes

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS

These programs are open to all applicants
who hold a Bachelor’s Degree in design
or equivalent in one of the following fields:
–– Spatial Design, Interior Design, or Interior
Architecture;
–– Interaction Design or Multimedia Design;
–– Product Design or Industrial Design;
–– Graphic Design or Visual Communication.

New Eating Habits Design Lab

Supervision is ensured by means
of workshops lead by an appointed
design consultant, who is backed up
on occasion by external contributors.

summer
workshops

READi Design Lab

International
Exchanges

Care Design Lab

Language courses
French courses are offered to non French-speaking
students during the first 2 semesters.
English courses are offered to students
who have not obtained a score of 800 points
or higher in the TOEIC exam.
Mandarin Chinese courses are offered to
students enrolled in the Transcultural Design
program in China.
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All the courses managed by the partner institutions
of the double degree programs are taught in French.

Practical
Information

1
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MDES

CARE /
MDes Health
& Social Innovation
Director of Care Design Lab

Gaël Guilloux

MDES

The MDes Health & Social Innovation
aims to identify social and environmental
quality of life, well-being and health
issues in order to offer solutions
to improve daily life and social conditions.
This program focuses on user groups
such as the elderly, children, people
with disabilities or going through
social reintegration.

Educational Coordinator

Mikaël Le Tohic

Areas of application

 quipment, applications, arrangements
E
of spaces, and services related to:
–– Medical and health
–– Games and educational toys
–– Well-being, recreation and sports
–– Silver Economy (elderly market)
–– Justice
–– Rehabilitation
–– Disability

Director of Care Design Lab

Gaël Guilloux
Educational Coordinator

MAIN THEMES

A few of our partners

–– Economic patterns: companies’ long-term
success and sustainability, design as
a strategic tool for business
–– Global design: keeping in mind the social
and environmental responsibility of design
–– The concept of “second project”:
the devices are conceived to leave a margin
of adaptation and harmonization between
users and their ecosystem

Industries
Armor Group, Del Piscines, Gémo,
Linak, Système U
Competitiveness Clusters
& Public Institutions
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
of Maine et Loire, Pays de la Loire Region,
Unis-Cités

Mikaël Le Tohic

MAIN THEMES

–– Health: prevention and care
–– Quality of life: lifestyle, ethics, autonomy,
longevity, fulfilment, community life (place
and role within the community)
–– Environmental and social mediation:
understand and give meaning to life
experiences so as to take effective actions
and involve users
–– From individual identity to the
collective identity: the sharing of skills,
experience, abilities and memories
(solidarity and empathy)

CARE /
MDes Sustainable
Innovation

A few of our partners

Areas of application

Language

Industries
Le Confluent (Nouvelles Cliniques Nantaises),
Leroy Merlin Source, MAIF, Quartier de la création,
Protection Judiciaire de la Jeunesse, Technicolor

Equipment, applications, arrangements
of spaces, and services related to:
–– Energy management: public lighting, green
energies
–– Water management
–– Waste collection
–– Building facilities
–– New sustainable and economic models

English

Competitiveness Clusters
& Public Institutions
Nantes Métropole, Loire-Atlantique Departement,
Pays de la Loire Region, Gérontopôle Pays
de la Loire (research center for the aging
population), Novachild, Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Maine et Loire, Unis-Cités

This program experiments how design
in its various forms can contribute
to more environmentally friendly behaviors.
Sustainable development and social
responsibility are thus fully integrated
in all the design fields (Product Design,
Service Design, Spatial Design, Graphic
Design and Interaction Design).
This approach allows to identify
the relationship between the stakeholders
to put the user back to the center
of the project.

Language

Daphnée Belleil / Ange & the organ donors tree /
Encouraging people to communicate their opinion
about organ donation

Practical
Information

Clémence Germain / Olen /
Encouraging and accompanying children
with obesity in their weight loss

International
Exchanges

summer
workshops

MDes

French
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MDES

Laurent Neyssensas
Educational Coordinator

Arnaud Le Roi

Network users, who are becoming
far more numerous and active, expect
easily assimilated information and a clear,
simple and rapidly accessible outline
of services provided.
International initiatives with respect
to open data, increase the need
for enhanced information design skills.
Its use by companies and institutions
favors an ascending innovation process
with respect to design of services:
by allowing for example a better organization
of life in the city through real time visualization

Agathe Brethome / Once Upon a Time /
Understand different cultures through the discovery
of fairy tales from around the world

–– Strategic monitoring
–– Knowledge engineering
–– Data-journalism
–– Creation of innovative services
A few of our partners

Industries
Airbus, Crédit Mutuel Arkéa, Dictanova,
EP , La Poste, SNCF (French National Railway
Company)
Public Institutions
Department of Loire Atlantique
Language

English

Director of the READi Design Lab
applied experimental research
and interaction design laboratory

Grégoire Cliquet
Assistant Director
of the READi Design Lab

Laurent Neyssensas
Educational Coordinator

Arnaud Le Roi

The User Experience (UX) design
program trains designers specialized
in the development of user-centered
digital services. It is based on a common
core curriculum with two possible subject
options: Tangible Interfaces and Design
& Virtual Reality.

Tangible Interfaces

Design & Virtual Reality

Possibility of a double degree with
the D. U. DESSiiN , a university degree
dedicated to connected objects, in partnership
with the University of Nantes and Télécom
Bretagne engineering school.

Double degree: Master in Interactive
Technology Management 3D delivered
by Arts et Métiers ParisTech Angers

As information technology is becoming
increasingly popular and keeps expanding
over our material environment, the ways
human beings interact with information
systems reach way beyond the oppositions
between real and virtual, hardware and
software. In a world where connected devices
are omnipresent, the wide range of available
uses pushes designers to invent new interface
scenarios to make sure “ambient computing”
produces user-centered technologies.
Areas of application

–– Connected objects
–– Gaming applications, toys, games
–– Work equipment
–– Mobile services
–– Pervasive computing
–– Research on multisensory interfaces
–– Collaborative / interactive work

The ongoing evolution of knowledge
and new technologies opens up extensive
fields of action for experimenting new services
and applications in virtual reality and
augmented reality.
Prerequisites

Three years of undergraduate studies
in interaction design
Areas of application

–– Innovative design tools
–– Applications for therapeutic use
–– Gaming products
–– All services and applications offering
new ways of interacting
–– Representational systems
in a three-dimensional environment
Language

French

A few of our partners

Industries
AMA (groupe Guillemot), Bodet, Dassault
Systèmes, Orange Labs, PSA , Proginov
Touchlab, Wiztivi

Language

English

MDes

Assistant Director
of the READi Design Lab

Areas of application

Digital Culture /
MDes User
Experience Design

Educational Institutions
Clarté, Val d’Oise Departement, La Cantine
numérique (Nantes) / Atlantic 2.0, Le Lieu
Unique, Pôle Images et Réseaux, SAMOA
(the company for the redevelopment
of the western Atlantic urban area),
Stéréolux, Trempolino

Competitiveness Clusters
and Associations
La Cantine numérique (Nantes) / Atlantic
2.0, Pôle Images et Réseaux, Clarté,
SAMOA / Quartier de la Création, Stéréolux,
Trempolino

summer
workshops

Grégoire Cliquet

of energy consumption or by facilitating
access to and use of public transport, or even
by optimizing the activity of production zones
through graphic representation of the circulation
of raw materials and industrial products.

Estelle Riggenbach / WISHer /
Interactive floral reference guide

Projet (VR)ne #2 : Around the world in 8 minutes
International
Exchanges

Director of the READi Design Lab
applied experimental research
and interaction design laboratory

The evolution in the quantity and diversity
of information available, especially
since the advent of Web 2.0, implies
the necessity for methods and tools
to facilitate further evolution in the
information technology environment.
The goal of Information Design is to
study graphic representations, statistics
and dynamics in order to better
comprehend often imperceptible
and complex phenomena. It uses principles
resulting from studies carried out in visual
identity, and more particularly in graphic
semiotics, signage and cartographic
representations of information.
Evolution in digital technologies makes
it possible to integrate information design
with raw data shaped by means
of interactive applications and adapted
for use in a wide range of contexts.

Practical
Information

Digital Culture /
MDes Information
Design

MDES
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MDES

Specific knowledge in food anthropology,
marketing, technology, methodology,
are learned and tested through projects
with industrial partners.

Director of the New Eating
Habits Design Lab

Benoît Millet

Educational Institutions
ADRIA Normandie Technical Food Industry,
Institute, Oniris (National Veterinary School),
University of Nantes, ID4 Food-regional
platform for food innovation (ESA , Oniris,
Université de Nantes, Audencia & L’École
de design)

The New Eating Design Lab focuses on a very
recent speciality: Food Design, including
the food itself and its anthropological approach.
Within this program, designers explore
innovation projects and new concepts.
They work in multidisciplinary teams, imagine
new concepts and give shape to tomorrow’s
food while meeting sanitation, social and
environmental issues. They also imagine new
ways of consumption, including production,
distribution, preparation and tasting, new
services related to distribution and packaging,
and the integration of technical innovations.

MAIN THEMES

–– Food and new technology
–– Healthy food
–– Food culture, local product, tourism

LANGUAGE

English

AERAS OF APPLICATION

–– Packaging
–– Space, retail and distribution
–– Branding and communication
Designers develop a brand and
its product through:
–– A global design approach;
–– The creation of a universe:
identity, packaging, retail;
–– The integration of values.

Public health challenges, as well
as high geopolitical and environmental
stakes, are leading to an evolution
in contemporary eating habits.
Food Design seeks to reconcile well-being,
pleasure and appeal with these issues
and cultural requirements.
New uses, increasingly diverse food
systems and new distributionsystems
will also be taken into account.

Marie-Aimée de l’Espinay, Marie Seban
and Camille Simoneau / Volupt’in /
Gourmet snack with few calories

MAIN THEMES

–– Food and new technology
–– Healthy food
–– Protein transition (from meat
to other sources of protein)
AREAS OF APPLICATION

–– Food culture, local product, tourism
–– Food transformation and preparation
–– Packaging
–– Distribution systems
A few of our partners

Industries
Appolia, Brioche Pasquier, Brossard Savane,
Elle et Vire, Fleury Michon, Monbana, Panzani,
Seb-Tefal, Sodebo, Système U, Terraillon, Tipiak
Competitiveness Clusters
Cap-Aliment, Ligépack, Nova Child,
PONAN , Valorial
Educational Institutions
ADRIA Normandie Technical Food Industry

Institute, Oniris (National Veterinary School),
University of Nantes, ID4 Food-regional
platform for food innovation (ESA , Oniris,
Université de Nantes, Audencia & L’École
de design)
Language

French

MDes

Within this program, the focus is made
on the brand identity through the creation
of all signs and uses of consumer goods.

Competitiveness Clusters
Cap-Aliment, Ligépack, Nova Child,
PONAN, Valorial

New Eating Habits /
MDes Food Design

Morgane Le Bas / Zozieau /
Encouraging children to drink water
thanks to an appropriate bottle
summer
workshops

Benoît Millet

A FEW OF OUR PARTNERS

Industries
Appolia, Brioche Pasquier, Brossard Savane,
Elle et Vire, Fleury Michon, Monbana, Panzani,
Seb-Tefal, Sodebo, Système U, Terraillon, Tipiak

International
Exchanges

Director of the New Eating
Habits Design Lab

Food allows us to state our identity,
to show we are a part of a group
and to express our likes and dislikes.
This program offers a multidisciplinary
approach of innovation through
design oriented towards users, uses,
representations and branding.

Practical
Information

NEW EATING HABITS /
MDES BRAND DESIGN
& FOOD

MDES
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MDES

Christine Vignaud

From the environment to furniture, from
information technology to visual identity,
all the various design professions are involved
in this transformation of our built environment.
The program includes courses like project
management (territorial contexts and issues,
social issues related to the sustainable city,
identity...) and design techniques focusing
on the user (civic participation, representations,
user-centered design / design for all,
regulations, eco-design...).

A few of our partners

Industries
Banque Populaire, Groupe Bouygues
Immobilier, Nantes Habitat, Normall, Sigma
Informatique, Tarkett
Educational Institutions
Institute for Human Centered Design, National
School of Architecture of Nantes, GRANEM
(The Angers Economics and Management
Research Group)
Public Institutions
Ministry of Culture and Communication,
Department of Loire-Atlantique, City of Nantes,
Nantes Metropole, DREAL Pays de la Loire
(Pays de la Loire Regional Directorate
for the Environment, Development
and Housing), Pays de la Loire Region,
SAMOA (the company for the redevelopment
of the western Atlantic urban area),
Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development,
Transport & Accomodation, AURAN (Nantes
Metropole Urban Planning Agency)
Language

Director of Sustainable Cities
Design Lab

Florent Orsoni

Areas of application

A few of our partners

–– Equipment and vehicles
carrying goods and people
–– Mobility assistance services
and alternative travel means
–– Mobile information systems
–– Infrastructure improvement
and circulation areas
–– Urban furniture

Industries
Groupe Bouygues Immobilier, Gruau,
Lippi, Normall, SNCF (French National
Railway Company), SEMITAN (Nantes public
transportation company), RATP (Paris public
transportation company)
Public Institutions
CETE (Council of Architecture, Urbanism and

Educational Coordinator

Christine Vignaud

Cities are rapidly changing: new means
of transportation, new products and
new forms of energy are emerging.
The city gets more than ever in motion
and raises new issues for the design
of public spaces: it has to be multimodal,
hyper-connected and accessible
to everyone.
Research group:
Mobility and Services

A reflection on tomorrow’s mobility, as we
imagine the urban means of transportation
and the impact on the architecture and
amenities of the city. A city without cars,
a change in travel means for disabled people...
many themes that allow the designer
to question the uses in order to transform
spaces and give rise to new habits.

Research group:
Public Spaces

Digital city, sustainable city, city with work
in progress areas… so many challenges
that bring new cooperations, new services
and new urban life. From infrastructures
to public spaces, design aims to dynamize
the urban environment.
Areas of application

–– Human and urban interactions devices
(digital/spatial/social)
–– Scenography
–– Space adjustments (frontage, conversion
to residential units, accessibility...)
–– Mediation tools (representations,
development process, participation
of citizens...)
–– Objects or specific systems (connected
urban furniture, connected environments...)

Environment), Keolis ,the Port of Nantes-Saint
Nazaire, Nantes social housing agency,
City of Nantes, SAMOA (the company
for the redevelopment of the western Atlantic
urban area)
Institutions of Higher Education
or Research
National School of Architecture of Nantes,
ESTACA (engineering school specializing in
transport) ESSCA Angers, ISMANS, Master
“Cities and Territories” from the University
of Nantes, UTSEUS
Language

French

MDes

Educational Coordinator

Areas of application

–– Working space
–– Housing environment
–– Public space: furniture, signage
–– Scenography, retail
–– New urban services
–– Service design

Sustainable Cities /
MDes Urban
Design

Houria Amimeur, Elise Lecuyer, Qingyuan
Lyu, Clémence Martineau and Siya Wang /
Sigma Modao / Creating spaces
adapted to new ways of working together

summer
workshops

Florent Orsoni

MAIN THEMES

–– Service design applied to sustainable
projects management (contexts, territorial
issues, social issues, identity etc.)
–– Design techniques centered on the user
(citizen participation, representation,
design for all, regulations, eco-design etc.)

One group taught in English
One group taught in French

International
Exchanges

Director of Sustainable Cities
Design Lab

Due to the current evolution in urban
lifestyles, it has become evident
that we need to build a “sustainable smart
city”, bringing about a transformation
in the design of housing, public spaces
and business premises. At the intersection
of environmental, economic and social
issues, the designers, with their in-depth
knowledge of practical uses, are now
the central figures in the implementation
of 21st century cities.

Juliette Mary, Qingyuan Lyu
and Florentina Carrier / Le récréatif /
Rethinking the mode of operation for tobacconist

Practical
Information

Sustainable Cities /
MDes Mutations
of the Built
Environment

MDES
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MDES

MDES

Mathieu Bernard

The China Studio takes part in the Design
Labs (located in Nantes) expertise while
working on common issues.
This program is organized on the same course
outline than other MD es (page 19), but the
students are required to take an orientation
seminar followed by an internship in China.

A few of our partners

Industries
Carrefour, Goodbaby, Groupe ADEO ,
Hisense, Kohler, Leroy Merlin, Ultra Violet
by Paul PAIRET

MDes
Transcultural
Design /
India Studio
In partnership with The Design Village,
Delhi, India

Head of program

Design Agencies
In Process, Metis, Octopus Innovation,
Quintessence

Kshitiz Anand

The MD es Transcultural Design /
India Studio explores Design Thinking
and design management, with a focus
on experiential learning.
Hosted by The Design Village, L’École
de design’s program in Delhi provides
a unique opportunity for its students
to specialize in social innovation.
Throughout this course, young designers
work in a different context, dealing with local
issues. They use design and its philosophies
as a positive social impact on private
and professional life, with a global approach.
India is such a tremendous opportunity for
anybody who is interested in understanding
a society. Social design aims to improve the
quality of life, beyond purely aesthetic concerns.

Public Institutions
Shanghai University, City of Shanghai, UTSEUS

Through partnerships with a very wide range
of compagnies (NGO , local and multinational
companies, workshop conducted with our
partner school, international staff etc.) and
team work in a multicultural context, students
have the opportunity to developp the needed
skills before embarking in a designer career.
This program provides long term career
perspective at the international level: students
become international stakeholders who can
speak English and sometimes other local
languages, and are able to conceive projects
for clients from various cultures.
MAIN THEMES

–– Design management
–– Innovation-oriented services
–– Social innovation
–– Design Thinking

Language

English

A few of our partners

Industries
Decathlon, EFD Induction, Embrace,
Kenwood, Lumiplan, Samsung

Baptiste Feuillâtre / Wake /
Board game for people with
Alzheimer’s disease

Design Agencies
Bande Apart, Bang Design, Design Factory
India, Idiom, Poorna Kaksha, Restore
Solutions, Studio ABD , Studio J, TYCKA
Language

MDes

Head of Program

Shanghai is a strategic location to develop
an intercultural design because of its dynamism
and its recent evolution. It also represents
a great field of observation and experimentation
for understanding and internalizing Chinese
codes and uses. Throughout this course,
students will learn to decipher the local
behaviors and understand the Chinese market
to offer a coherent project, adapted to users,
with an anthropological approach to design.

MAIN THEMES

–– Design management
–– Innovation-oriented services
–– Anthropology
–– Environmentally responsible products
and services

summer
workshops

English

Marie Etlin / Newater Delhi / Using micro-algae to recycle
wastewater, provide access to safe drinking water and produce
its own energy
International
Exchanges

In partnership with Shanghai University, China

In a context of globalization of the
economy, being able to grasp other
cultures and other values is a main asset
for a designer. The MD es Transcultural
Design / China Studio is a stepping stone
to an international designer career.

Practical
Information

MDes
Transcultural
Design /
China Studio
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summer workshops

Summer
workshops
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
offers a wide range of workshops
to partner institutions hosted in one
of our campuses in France, China
or India.

Practical Information
duration

1 to 2 weeks in April, May, June,
July or August
Capacity

10 to 25 participants
Example of topics
proposed by the school

Topics can be adapted to teaching goals
of the partner institution:
–– Food design;
–– Interaction design, UX design;
–– Smarter cities by design;
–– Design thinking and design management;
–– Health and Social Innovation;
–– Transcultural Design.

Location

–– Nantes, France
–– Shanghai, China
–– Delhi, India
For more information please contact us:
admissions@lecolededesign.com

summer
workshops

They include group projects on a specific
design topic supervised by a designer,
practical exercises and, if requested,
time dedicated to leisure and tourist visits.
Programs are taught in English.

Participant profile

Participants can be must be more than
18 years old.
Workshop content can be customized
when participants do not have a background
in design.

Practical
Information

International
Exchanges

Design workshop in Nantes with Shanghai University
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international exchanges

All classes and workshops are conducted
in English. Therefore a basic command
of this language is recommended.
International students participate in classes
alongside French students.
All student exchanges are based on bilateral
agreements between partner institutions.
After the International Class, students may
apply to continue their studies at postgraduate
level at L’École de design.
POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMS

Exchange students may enroll in one of our
Master in Design (MD es) programs and join
the second semester (February to June)
of the 1st year of postgraduate studies.
To join our MD es programs as an exchange
student, candidates must have completed
a bachelor (three or four years) in either
product design, space design, graphic design
or interaction design.

The following MDes programs are open
to exchange students:
–– MD es Care / Health & Social Innovation
(taught in French);
–– MD es Care / Sustainable Innovation
(taught in English);
–– MD es Digital Culture / Information Design
(taught in English);
–– MD es Digital Culture / User Experience
Design - Tangible Interfaces
(taught in English);
–– MD es Digital Culture / User Experience
Design - Design & Virtual Reality
(taught in French);
–– MD es New Eating Habits / Brand Design
& Food (taught in English);
–– MD es New Eating Habits / Food Design
(taught in English);
–– MD es Sustainable Cities / Urban Design
(taught in French);
–– MD es Sustainable Cities / Mutations
of the Built Environment (one group
in French, one group in English).
As L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
is part of the European Union action program
ERASMUS + , any prospective international
student from a partner school holding
the ERASMUS + charter is required to get
in touch with the Erasmus coordinator
at their own institution before mailing their
application materials.

ECTS : European Credit
Transfer System

L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
has implemented the European ECTS
(European Credit Transfer System) to ensure
the academic recognition of studies abroad.
It provides a way of measuring and
comparing learning achievements and transferring
them from one institution to another.
ECTS credits are distributed on different
teaching units in proportion to the work
they require. It has been assigned to each unit
a number of ECTS credits on the basis
of 60 credits for an academic year.
Students from schools which do not hold
an exchange agreement with L’École de design
can still join the International Class for one
semester or a full year, but will be considered as
regular fee-paying students of L’École de design.

International
Exchanges

Exchange program

Exchange students may join L’École de design
for one semester at either undergraduate
level in the International Class (3rd year
of the bachelor studies taught in English)
or at postgraduate level in one of our
MD es programs.

THE INTERNATIONAL CLASS

Each academic year, the International Class
welcomes approximately 60 international
students of various nationalities.
Students are organized into one of three
programs, depending on their previous studies:
–– Brand Design: for graphic design
and scenography students;
–– Digital Media Design: for graphic design
and interaction design;
–– Industrial Products: for industrial
and product design students;
–– Retail & Interior Design: for space design,
interior design and scenography students.

Practical
Information

International
exchanges
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Netherlands
Denmark
Windesheim Technical
The Danish
College, Zwolle Design School,
København
Delft University of
Technology
Kea
Copenhagen
Belgium
School of
Design and
Media and Design Academy,
Technology
Limburg, Howest, Kortrijk
École Supérieure des Arts
Saint-Luc, Bruxelles
Ghent University
St Lucas University College
of Art and Design, Antwerpen
LACA Campus C-mine, Genk

Norway
Akershus
University
College,
Oslo

United Kingdom
Edinburgh Napier University
Ireland
Dublin Institute of Technology

Manchester
Metropolitan
University
Sheffield
Hallam
University

Folkwang
University
of the Arts,
Essen

University of Lapland,
Rovaniemi

Institute of
Design, Lahti
Sweden
HDK,
Göteborg

KYAMK University
of Applied
Sciences, Kotka

Estonian Academy
of Arts, Tallinn
Estonia
Tartu Art College

Vilnius Academy of Arts
Lithuania Vilnius College of Design
Kunsthochschule
Berlin Weissensee

University of Fine Arts, Warsaw

Poland
University of Applied
University of Creative Arts, Farnham
Sciences, Cologne
Academy of Fine Arts, Krakow
Germany Hochschule Augsburg,
Plymouth College of Arts
University of Applied Sciences
Hochschule für Gestaltung
und Kunst, Schwäbisch Gmünd Hochschule für Gestaltung
und Kunst, Zürich Austria Hungary
Moholy Nagy University
University of Applied Sciences
of Art and Design,
University
and Arts Northwestern Switzerland Switzerland
of Applied Budapest
Mondragon Universidad,
Arts, Vienna
Arrasate
Italy
Universitat de Dessiny Elisava, Barcelona
Universita di Camerino, Ascoli Piceno
Universitat Ramon Llull, Esdi, Barcelona
La Sapienza,
Spain Universidad
Anadolu University,
Roma
Politecnia de Valencia
Eskisehir Turkey
Portugal
CEU Universidad
Istanbul Technic
Escola Superior
Cardenal Herrera,
University, Istanbul
de Artes e Design Valencia
ISIK University, Istanbul
(ESAD), Senhora
da Hora
Canada
ATILIM University, Ankara
Politecnico di Milano
Université de
IADE Instituto de
Montréal
Mount Royal
Insituto Europeo di
Artes Visuals Design
University, Calgary
Design, Milano
Université du Quebec
& Marketing, Lisboa
à Montréal
NABA, Nuova
Milwaukee
Accademia Di Belle Arti,
Rocky Mountain College Institute of Art
Ontario College
Milano
and Design
of Art and Design
of Art and Design,
(RMCAD), Lakewood
Toronto
United States

Universidad de
Guadalajara
Mexico

Universidad de Monterrey

Morocco
Art’Com Sup, Casablanca

Universidad Anahuac, Mexico Norte
Centro de Diseno y Comunicacion,
Mexico

Chile
Universidad Mayor, Santiago
Universidad del Desarallo,
Concepción

Russia
State Politechnical University
of St Petersburg

Shandong University
of Art & Design
China
Israel
Holon Institute
of Technology

The Design
Village, Dehli
MIT Institute
of Design, Pune
Srishti School
of Art, Design
and Technology,
Bangalore

Brazil
Escola Superior de desenho
Industrial, Rio de Janeiro
Universidade Presbiteriana
Mackenzie (UPM), Sao Paulo

Japan
Kyoto Seika University
Chiba University
Hiko Mizuno College of Jewelry, Tokyo
Japan Advance Institute of Science & Technology, Ishikawa

India

Shanghai University
Fine Arts College
East China Normal
University
University of Shanghai
for Science and Technology

Korea
International Design School for Advanced Studies, Seoul
Hongik University, Seoul
Ewha womans University, Seoul
Taïwan
Shih Chien University

Australia

Swinburne
University
of Technology

Griffith University
(Queensland College of Art)
University
of Technology
of Sydney (UTS)

International
Exchanges

Our exchange
partners
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international exchanges

Finland
Helsinki Metropolia
University of
Applied Sciences
Aalto University,
Helsinki

New Zealand
Victoria University
of Wellington
Practical
Information

International Exchanges
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Informations pratiques

Practical Information

How to apply for
the International
Class as a
regular student

Applications calendar

Online applications from November 2, 2016
to June 18, 2017
Tuition fees

€ 7,700 for a full year
€ 3,900 for one semester

Full-year program

You may apply for this one-year
undergraduate program taught in English,
if you have completed a minimum of 2 years
of undergraduate studies or validated
120 ECTS in one of the following fields:
–– Spatial design or interior architecture;
–– Product design or industrial design;
–– Graphic design or visual communication;
–– Interaction design or Digital Design.
2nd semester only

You may apply for the second semester
of bachelor’s level studies in English
at L’École de design if you have completed
a minimum of 2.5 years of undergraduate
studies or 150 ECTS (for European students)
in one of the fields of design mentioned above.
In either case, it is possible to apply before
actually having completed the required level
of studies or ECTS . However, admission will
only take effect once the degree is obtained
or the credits have been validated.
Once accepted, students remain eligible
for registration for the next academic year.

How to apply
as an exchange
student
Only students from our partner schools
are allowed to apply for an exchange program.

Application process

The selection process is organized as follows:
1. O
 nline application and payment
of the application fees;
2. S
 ending all the required documents
for application;
3. A
 pplication file review;
4. If your application is accepted: participation
to an interview during which you will have
to present your portfolio. If you do not reside
in France, this interview may be carried out
by telephone or via Skype.

Reminder: While not mandatory for the
International Class, a certain command
of French language is recommended for daily
life in France and integration purposes.
Furthermore, students wishing to continue
their studies at the master’s level in one
of the programs taught in French will need
a good command of both spoken and
written French.

There is no need to apply online for the
exchange students. All the application process
will be done by e-mail with the International
Relations Coordinator of the school.
Exchange students can enroll for a maximum
of one semester. They may choose one
of the MD es programs taught in Nantes
or one of the four options in the International
Class: Industrial Products, Brand Design,
Digital Media Design or Retail & Interior
Design, depending on their profile.
Other programs of L’École de design
are not available to exchange students
(see below).
Required documents

–– A résumé (CV )
–– A cover letter
–– A copy of their passport
–– A portfolio
–– An application form printable form
our application website
–– A provisional learning agreement
(document available on our website)

HOW TO APPLY

You will be asked to provide information
concerning your studies, professional
experience, extracurricular activities,
skills in foreign languages, computer
proficiency, applied arts. You will also
have to send us supporting documents
to complete your application file.
Application fees

Once you have filled out your personal
data, you will be required to pay
a non-refundable registration fee of € 50
to cover the administrative costs
of your admission process. This payment
is only possible by credit card or Paypal
and is fully secured.

Applications calendar

Courses are divided into two semesters.
The deadline to apply for the Fall semester
is mid May and the deadline to apply
for the Spring semester is mid November.
Tuition fees

No tuition fees are required for exchange
students. They pay the tuition fees of their
own university.
Students wishing to apply for programs
other than exchanges (full year of International
Class or MDes programs): see “How to apply
for the MDes” and “How to apply for
the International Class as a regular student”.

Practical
Information

Applications via website only:
en.lecolededesign.com
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Practical Information

How to apply to
the Preparatory
program to
postgraduate
studies
HOW TO APPLY

Applications via website only:
en.lecolededesign.com
You will be asked to provide information
concerning your studies, professional
experience, extracurricular activities, skills
in foreign languages, computer proficiency,
applied arts. You will also have to send us
supporting documents to complete your
application file.

Practical Information

How to apply
for the MDes
HOW TO APPLY

Applications via website only:
en.lecolededesign.com
You will be asked to provide information
regarding your studies, professional
experience, extracurricular activities, skills
in foreign languages, computer proficiency,
applied arts. You will also have to send us
supporting documents to complete your
application file.
APPLICATION FEES

You will be required to pay a non-refundable
registration fee of € 50 to cover the administrative
costs of your admission process.

APPLICATION FEES

APPLICATION PROCESS

You will be required to pay a non-refundable
registration fee of € 50 to cover the administrative
costs of your admission process.

The selection process is organized as follows:
1. Online application and payment
of the application fees;
2. Sending all the required documents for
application;
3. Application file review;
4. If your application is accepted and if necessary,
a face-to-face or Skype interview
will be organized.

APPLICATION PROCESS

The selection process is organized as follows:
1. Application on our website for the 2nd
semester;
2. Sending all the required documents for
application;
3. Application file review;
4. If your application is accepted by L’École
de design, registration to the University
of Nantes for a semester of intensive French
classes (www.i-fle.univ-nantes.fr).

APPLICATIONs CALENDAR

Online applications from November 2, 2016
to June 18, 2017
TUITION FEES

€ 7,700 per year
APPLICATIONS CALENDAR

Online applications from November 2, 2016
to June 15, 2017
Tuition fees
1st semester

Courses at University of Nantes:
€ 800
+ registration fees: € 189.10
+ French healthcare insurance
+ DELF test fees
2nd semester

Courses at L’École de design
Nantes Atlantique: € 4,500
+ registration fees: € 50
+ TOEIC 1 test fees

The admission being mostly based on your
file, your portfolio is your main asset to support
your application.
The admission in MDes is only possible
in the first year of the two-year programs.

Preparing
your stay
Student Visa
Students of the European union

Students of European Union countries
only require an identity card / passport
to study in France.
Citizens of NON-EU Countries

Before coming to France
Students staying more than three months
in France will need to obtain a long-term
student visa before arrival.
The visa application form must be requested
directly with the French consular services
in the student’s country of residence or
the local Campus France agency at least
3 months before departure.
Required documents for visa application:
–– Valid passport
–– Proof of your admission or pre-enrolment
at L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
(you can submit the official letter
of acceptance sent by the school)
–– Proof of a monthly income
of € 615 minimum
–– Proof of your accommodation in France
After coming to France
Upon your arrival in France, the French
Immigration Office (OFII ) will ask you
to complete an application form that you
will have previously received along with
your visa. The school will help you with these
procedures. You will then receive a certificate
from the OFII , and will be called for a medical
examination and an interview.
An OMI tax stamp of € 58 is required.
This system replaces the former
residence permit.
European Union or European Economic
Area students and citizens from Andorra,
Monaco, San Marino, Switzerland
or the Vatican do not need a visa.

Healthcare Insurance
Citizens of Non-European union
Countries

French healthcare coverage is mandatory
for non-European students. Provided under
the social security system, it is of very high
quality. Covered individuals are reimbursed
for a portion of their medical expenses
in return for a low basic payment.
For students, the fee was € 215 in 2016.
You will subscribe to the healthcare coverage
at the beginning of the academic year and
the school will help you with this procedure.
Students of the European
ECONOMIC AREA

Students from countries in the European
Economic Area are exempted from
participation as long as they hold either
a European health insurance card
(or temporary certificate) valid for the entire
academic year or a certificate of private
insurance providing full coverage for medical
risks without restrictions related to cost.
The social security system reimburses about
60% of expenses related to an illness,
on average.
For all students

Operating alongside this mandatory national
system, supplemental group health plans
(with annual premiums starting at € 110)
allow students to obtain coverage for all
or part of the expenses not covered
by the basic national plan.
To participate in the national student
health-care system, students must be under
28 years of age and enrolled in a program
of at least 4 months duration.
Students over age 28 may benefit under
certain conditions from the system of universal
medical coverage (CMU , Couverture Médicale
Universelle), for which they must pay a special
annual premium.
Housing

Student housing is available on campus.
The student residence is independently
managed and L’École de design cannot
guarantee availability. The school will however
grant you access to a multilingual online
platform that will greatly facilitate your search
for an accomodation in Nantes (shared
accomodation, room rental, residential hotels,
apartment rentals).

Budget

Foreigners wishing to study in France
are required to prove that they have
resources above a minimum threshold level
recommended by the French Ministry
of Welfare (Ministère des Affaires Sociales).
The official minimum resource threshold
is € 615 per month, though individual
consulates may require more when examining
visa applications. Students wishing to study
in France will be required to prove that they
meet this minimum resource level.
Accommodation: between € 250 to € 450,
depending on the kind of accommodation.
There are many student residences around
the school and downtown. Some housing
provide internet access included in the rent.
Food: a minimum monthly food budget
would be somewhere between € 200 to € 250.
You will find different places to eat around
the school, including a university restaurant.
Transport: the transport company of Nantes
(TAN ) runs a network of buses and tramways
all over the city. To use the system, students
will have to hold a tickets.
Monthly ticket for students who are under
26 years old: € 37, monthly ticket for adults
over 26 years old: € 63, a one-hour ticket
for buses and tramways: € 1.60.
The school is served by a bus line that reaches
the city center in less than half an hour.
At peak hours, there is a bus every 8 minutes.
A round trip train ticket Nantes / Paris may
cost between € 50 to € 160 depending
on the time of travel.
Health insurance: coverage under
the French national health insurance scheme
(Sécurité sociale) costs a minimum of € 215
per year.
Cost of living (some prices recorded
in Nantes):
–– A coffee in the city: € 1.50
–– A soft drink in a café: € 2.50
–– A meal in a restaurant: € 10 to € 20
–– A French newspaper: € 0.95
–– A baguette (French bread): € 1.10
–– A movie ticket: € 7.50 to € 10.50

Contacts
L’École de design Nantes Atlantique
Atlanpole La Chantrerie
Rue Christian Pauc – BP 30607
44306 Nantes cedex 3
France
[t] +33 (0)2 51 13 50 70
[f] +33 (0)2 51 13 50 65
en.lecolededesign.com
Managing Director: Christian Guellerin
Director of Studies: Stéphane Gouret
Director of undergraduate studies:
Nathalie Templier
MDes Programs Coordinator: Nathalie Ciprian
International Recruitment: Mickael Corbard,
Anne-Charlotte Coupin
International Exchanges: Zoë Lacey
For any information, write to:
admissions@lecolededesign.com
Or contact us by Skype:
admissions_lecolededesign

L’ÉCOLE DE DESIGN
ON THE WEB
en.lecolededesign.com
www.lecolededesign.com/MDes
www.lecolededesign.com/InternationalClass
Details on programs, Students’ projects,
News, Alumni’s career etc.
vimeo.com/lecolededesign
All school’s activities and projects in video
www.youtube.com/lecolededesign
Students interviews, projects, school’s
presentation etc.
www.twitter.com/lecolededesign
Follow us @lecolededesign
www.facebook.com/mastersdegreedesign
www.facebook.com/InternationalClass
Like us on Facebook
instagram.com/lecolededesign
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TOEIC: Test of English for International Communication
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pinterest.com/lecolededesign
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